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by K P Grubb, BSc(EnQ), MICE. A natural-draught cooling tower consists essentially of a large reinforced concrete chimney or shell into which air is admitted. 
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changes of diameter not exceeding 5% can be accepted without harm to the pipe. (4) Laid underground with complete or partial concrete surround if the external loading exceeds that which can be carried by the pipe with earth support only. If steel culverts were designed only to withstand internal pressures, the plate would probably be too thin to withstand the handling stresses during installation. There are therefore minimum practical thicknesses of plate from which pipes are made, these being 12 mm plate for pipes from 1.6 to 2.5 m in diameter, then thickening by 2 mm for each 0.5 m increase of diameter to 22 mm plate for 5 m diameter pipe. Such pipes are more than strong enough for internal pressures in cw culverts, but for diameters exceeding 1.6 m they are not suitable to resist vacuum conditions. For steel pipe culverts subject to vacuum conditions, laid above ground without concrete surround, the plate thickness can be calculated from the formula for buckling: P-
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Immediately below the sprinkler system a packing is situated, the main function of which is to increase the specific surface of the water stream so that maximum heat transfer takes place. Currently, it takes the form of either: (1) splash packing, consisting generally of timber or plastic laths to transform the water stream into droplet form; or (2) film packing, consisting either of flat or corrugated asbestos cement sheets set on edge or of prefabricated plastic modules, both types creating a film of water on the sheeting surfaces such that maximum contact with the cooling air stream is created (Figure 27.16). The cooled water is finally collected in a concrete pond, which covers the base area of the tower, for recirculation to the condensers. Two cooling towers about 90m in diameter and 115m high are required to cool the water flowing through the condensers of a 500 MW unit.
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where p is the external collapse pressure (taken as 2 atmospheres to include a factor of safety of 2 to allow for manufacturing tolerances = 0.2 N/mm2), E is the modulus of elasticity (taken as 200 000 N/mm2), p is Poisson's ratio (taken as 0.3) and t/d is the ratio of plate thickness to pipe diameter. From this, t should be not less than 
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Vertical reaction at lower support = wy
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Example 27.1 To determine the maximum sag at 5O0C of a steel-reinforced aluminium conductor of 100mm2 nominal aluminium area (6/4.72 mm aluminium+ 7/1.57 mm steel) on a
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T2 is solved by trial and error using a slide rule. In this case T2 = 4100. (4) From Equation (27.1):



swing of insulators into the unbroken span. (0.7 T or T) (3) Out-of-balance conductor tension at angle or section positions. Only encountered in special cases, e.g. change from single to double earthwires. (T^) 27.11.4.3 Vertical loads (V)



Sag S at 5O0C = ^ 8/2



(1) Weight of bare or ice-coated conductors calculated on basis of support 'weight span' (from Equation (27.4)). (KJ (2) Weight of insulators, etc. (V) (3) Support weight. (KJ
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_3.9x200 8x4100 = 4.75m



27.11.4.4 Wind and ice loads The relationship between wind velocity (K km/h) and pressure (P N/m2) may be taken as:



27.11.4 Supports The configuration of supports (but not necessarily the form and material used) depends initially on the electrical requirements of number of circuits, conductor size and type, insulation and clearances, and on the arrangement of conductors and earth wires. The structural design of supports is related to the imposed loads: (1) horizontal transverse; (2) horizontal longitudinal; (3) vertical; and (4) wind and ice loads.



Flat surfaces P =0.1 K2 Round surfaces (e.g. conductors)



P = 0.06 K2



Figure 27.27 indicates the locations relative to the conductor in which the main types of support are used, i.e. intermediate, angle and terminal. The structural form and materials of supports may be classified as:



27.11.4.1 Horizontal transverse loads (P) (1) Wind on bare or ice-coated conductors. Calculated on the support 'wind span' = half the sum of the adjacent span lengths (see Figure 27.27). (PJ (2) Wind on supports. For square-lattice structures, wind on the leeward face is taken as half that on the windward face; this shielding factor decreases with rectangular shapes until the full wind is taken on both faces. On cylindrical members, wind pressure is taken on 0.6 of projected area. (Ps) (3) Conductor tension at line deviations.
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Single or composite wooden poles Single or composite reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete poles Steel tubular poles Narrow-base towers - lattice structures of rolled steel and tubular sections, with single block foundations, increasingly with the use of guy wires Broad-base towers - steel lattice structures, with a separate foundation for each leg (Figures 27.28 and 27.33).



Transverse load = 2 T sin ^ where O is the angle of deviation and T is the maximum conductor tension (see Figure 27.27) (P2) 27.11.4.2 Horizontal longitudinal loads (T) (1) Full conductor tension at line terminals. (T) (2) Out-of-balance conductor tensions due to broken conductors or earthwires. At supports with suspension insulators, a reduced conductor tension, usually 70%, is allowed for the



27.11.5 Design of broad-base towers The following description applies chiefly to the design sequence for broad-base towers, but the principle applies equally to other types. With the electrical requirements resolved, the first step in design of the supports is to decide upon the 'standard span', i.e. the most economic span assuming level ground. Exploratory design is concentrated on the intermediate supports (being the majority) and the following interdependent factors are taken
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Figure 27.27 Horizontal loading relative to support positions
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Earthwire



adequate midspan clearance dependent upon span length, sag and voltage, as well as factors such as ice shedding overcome by offsetting the conductors (Figure 27.28). (b) Minimum live-metal-to-earth clearance, taking into account the maximum swing of suspension insulators related to horizontal (Pw and T) and vertical (K w and KJ) conductor loading. Figure 27.29 shows a wire clearance diagram; the live-conductor-to-earthed-support clearances are decided according to the transmission voltage. (c) Earthwire spacing. Protection against lightning is obtained by shielding the conductors with an overhead earthwire suitably earthed at the structures to intercept and earth-direct lightning strokes. The shielding angle V/ is preferred to be not greater than 30°. The earthwire sag should not exceed that of the conductor and the relative spacing is determined by the shielding angle (Figure 27.29).



Suspension insulator



When the standard span has been decided, the most economic tower to meet the prescribed conditions can be designed. For the intermediate tower, the basis of loading may be: Wind span = greatest wind load = wind load on standard span+10% Weight span = greatest wind load = weight load from standard span+100% Maximum length of span = length of standard span 4- 40% Final design is undertaken graphically by means of stress diagrams, usually on the basis of working loads. The factors of safety (e.g. in the UK 2.5 under normal, and 1.5 under brokenwire conditions) are applied when the individual member loads



Figure 27.28 Broad-base tower Earthwire
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Figure 27.29 Wire clearance diagram into consideration to determine the general outline and the arrangement and height of the cross arms: (1) Height to bottom conductor, which is the minimum specified ground clearance, plus the maximum sag of the conductor. (2) Conductor spacing: (a) Minimum horizontal and vertical spacing to provide



Figure 27.30 Loading diagram for a double-circuit intermediate tower
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Ground level Figure 27.31 Torsion loading are tabulated. Vertical loads are omitted from the stress diagrams, but at the tabulations are shared equally over the four main legs. A typical loading diagram shown in Figure 27.30 includes a condition of any one conductor or the earthwire broken (shown in brackets for a top conductor but it must be considered individually at each conductor and earthwire position). Note the proportionate reductions of Pw and Kw for the broken-wire condition and the equal distribution at cross-arm level of the wind load Ps on the tower. Stability under torsion loads due to broken wires depends on the tower being adequately braced in plan, essentially at crossarm level but possibly at other levels dependent on particular design features. Figure 27.31 shows the reactions for a tower of square cross-section of the type shown in Figure 27.30. 27.11.6 Foundations The forces to be resisted by overhead-line support foundations result largely from overturning moments, with a consequent emphasis on horizontal and uprooting forces. The types of foundation can be broadly classified as:



Figure 27.32 Side-bearing foundations



(1) Side bearing - resistance depends on horizontal soil reactions, i.e. single foundations used for unstayed poles and narrow-base towers. (2) Uplift and compression - resistance depends on vertical soil reactions, i.e. in the case of broad-base towers where each of the four legs has a separate foundation, and in the case of stayed poles. Figure 27.32 shows the pressure distribution assumed (neglecting the small values of direct horizontal shear) in two formulae used for pole and shallow concrete block side-bearing foundation. In Figure 27.32(a) (parabolic distribution) the pressure developed is based on the horizontal movement relative to the



Direction of overturning



Ground level Stub angle Square concrete 'chimney' Angle cleat



Compression Figure 27.33 Uplift and compression foundations



pivotal point and assumes that soil resistance increases proportionately with depth:



'(»*¥)-«£ where A: is a constant and b is the breadth of the foundation. Figure 27.32(b) involves similar assumptions but is based on constant soil resistance:



,(^.Uf]-UBfZ where z is the amount of topsoil to be neglected, assumed to be at least 300 mm. Figure 27.33 shows an uplift and compression foundation, each footing consisting of a shallow concrete pad surmounted by a truncated pyramid and chimney enclosing the stub angle. With an overturning moment, one pair of foundation blocks will tend to be uprooted and the other pair forced downwards. With intermediate towers the loading is largely due to wind and is reversible so that all four footings are identical. Ultimate uplift resistance is calculated on an assumed frustrum of earth above the foundation block.
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